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Abstract—The field of music and speech classification is quite
mature with researchers having settled on the approximate best
discriminative representation. In this regard, Zubair et al. showed
the use of sparse coefficients alongwith SVM to classify audio
signals as music or speech to get a near-perfect classification. In
the proposed method, we go one step further, instead of using
the sparse coefficients with another classifier they are directly
used in a dictionary which is learned using on-line dictionary
learning for music-speech classification. This approach removes
the redundancy of using a separate classifier but also produces
complete discrimination of music and speech on the GTZAN
music/speech dataset. Moreover, instead of the high-dimensional
feature vector space which inherently leads to high computation
time and complicated decision boundary calculation on the part
of SVM, the restricted dictionary size with limited computation
serves the same purpose.
Keywords—Music and Speech Classification, Sparse Represen-
tation, Dictionary Learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Discriminating speech from other types of audio signals
for e.g. music has become increasingly important due to its
application in various domains like automatic transcription of
news from correspondents in non-ideal recording environments
where the speech signal is frequently interspersed with back-
ground noise or music. Also, it is highly applicable in defense
applications where tremendous background noise overpowers
the speech signal when communicating to headquarters from
the battlefield.
The problem of of music-speech classification has been viewed
from various perspectives and one of them is representing
the audio signals with some known models to reveal the
difference in structure of the two types of signals, music and
speech. Ruiz-Reyes et al. [1] attempted to identify speech
signals extracted from news and television programs based
on the features derived from the fundamental frequency (F0)
estimation of the audio signal. F0, also known as pitch portrays
the periodicity of signal patterns in time domain. The entire
audio signal is divided into frames with categoric distinction
between voiced and unvoiced frames. The relative periodicity
of these two types of frames is different in speech and music
signals. These frequency patterns were then applied to a
genetic-fuzzy classifier in conjunction with k-NN to achieve
discrimination.
Shirazi et al. [2] addressed the classification problem by
modelling a sinusoidal representation of the audio signals to
recognize the variance of birth frequencies and duration of
the longest frequency track. The resulting features from this
model namely, high zero crossing rate, low short time energy
ratio, mean of spectral roll-off frequency, spectral centroid and
mel-frequency cepstral coeffcients (MFCC) to both gaussian
mixture model (GMM) and support vector machine (SVM)
classifiers on their own music-speech corpus.
Mubarak et al. [3] introduced modulation features for
classification where amplitude modulation (AM) and frequency
modulation (FM) features were extracted from a gammatone
filter bank applied to the XM2VTS database. In addition
cepstral coeffcients (CC) were also presented as input features
to a GMM classifier where the output class was determined
by comparing the outputs of the GMMs for both the music
and speech signals. Lim et al. [4] presented a real-time SVM
based speech-music classifier for the selectable mode vocoder
(SMV) codec to efficiently encode the input audio streams.
The method of skipping some frames based on inter-frame
correlation was introduced to reduce computation. This method
required the classfication of signals by SVM based on six
different features, since, the bit length required for coding
speech signals is much higher and more number of frames can
be skipped from music than speech signals. Ajmera et al. [5]
gave an Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based classification
framework. The entire audio signal was represented as an
ergodic 2-state HMM model with the states signifying speech
and non-speech (music) parts of the signal. The entropy in
non-speech segments was observed to be higher and this was
used to obtain posterior probablities of the signal segment.
These probabilities were then used as input to the HMM
model parameters, mainly transition and observation sequence
probabilities and Viterbi algorithm was applied to align the
input signal to the HMM states leading to classification.
The use of sparse coefficents for music and speech clas-
sification was explored by Zubair et al. [6]. Instead of using
the MFCC features, sparse coeffcients were learnt from the
audio clips on the TIMIT dataset. Each clip was divided into
four equal parts and then K-SVD [7] was applied on each
part to obtain dictionaries of size 150. The four dictionaries
were then combined and this dictionary was then used to find
the sparse coefficients using the orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP) algorithm to obtain a sparse representation for both
music and speech signals. The sparse coefficients thus obtained
were then applied to an SVM for classification. The application
of sparsity proved to be useful in case of noisy audio signals
which were not well classified by MFCC features. Markov et
al. [8] presented an approach for music genre classification
of unlabeled data with same structural characteristics using
self-taught learning of dicitonaries on the GTZAN music
genre dataset. Higher level representation for the unlabeled
data was using unsupervised learning by discovering hidden
features which were used as building blocks. To derive these
high-level features sparse coding was used on the constant
Q transformed FFT features. Finally, the extracted sparse
coefficients were used for classfication in an SVM. Chen
et al. [9] proposed the translation-invariant and deformation-
robust scattering coefficients feature in conjunction with sparse
coeffcients for classifying music genres. The GTZAN music
genre dataset was used for extracting scattering coefficients
which were then used to calculate the sparse coefficients for
fixed dictionaries. Subsequently, these sparse representation
help in categorization of signals using the sparse representation
classifier.
This brief literature survey, especially on the sparse rep-
resentation of audio signals, reveals that it is an extremely
beneficial and highly discriminative depcition of audio signals.
However, the entire power of sparse representation was not
leveraged for classification because it was combined with other
classifiers. This forms the motivation for our work where we
attempt to use the online dicitonary learning algorithm to learn
sparse dictionaries as well as classify music and speech signals.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section
II explains the proposed sparsity based classification method
in detail with an insight into dictionary learning. Section III
deals with the experiments performed on the GTZAN music-
speech dataset and relevant discussions. Section IV presents
the conclusions and possible directions for future exploration.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
This section provides details on the process of learning
sparse dictionaries for music and speech classification. At first,
feature extraction is covered in detail. In the next subsection,
a gentle introduction to online dictionary learning is given.
Finally, the entire procedure of construction of sparse dici-
tonaries for each of the classes is discussed in detail. The
entire process of dictionary learning and classification using
sparsity calculation is summarised in terms of a flowchart in
figure II.
A. Feature Extraction
Tzanetakis et al. [10] introduced the GTZAN music-speech
classification. The feature set proposed in this paper is collec-
tively known as Marsyas [11] which includes feature groups
like timbral texture, rhythmic and pitch content based features
alongwith MFCCs. For the proposed method, 45 features were
chosen, some from the Marsyas feature set others from various
other experiments on audio signal classification. The chosen
features consist of 39 MFCCs which are widely regarded as
the feature coefficients that bestow the most discriminative
characteristics of an audio signal. Alongwith MFCC, six
other features were also chosen to further divulge the distinct
characteristics of speech and music. These were energy entropy
block, short time energy, zero-crossing rate, spectral roll-off,
spectral centroid and spectral flux features giving a total of 45
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed approach
features per frame of the. While the MFCCs are fine on their
own the addition of these features helped in the design of an
overcomplete dictionary for both music and speech which is
discussed in the next subsection.
B. Sparse Dictionaries for classification
A signal x  Rm projects a sparse approximation over
a dictionary D in Rm×k, with k columns each referred to
as an “atom”, when the linear combination of some atoms
from D form a signal xˆ that is close to x. The basic idea of
classification is to represent the test data as a sparse linear
combination of training data acquired from a dictionary.
For any class Ci, the examples belonging to this class
are close to each other in a lower dimensional subspace. The
total number of training samples is denoted by {yNi } where
i = 1, 2, . . . ,Ki and K1,K2, . . . ,KN are training samples
corresponding to classes C1, C2, . . . , CN . Let b be a input
vector belonging to the pth class, then it is represented as a
linear combination of the training samples belonging to class
p.
b = DpΦp (1)
where Dp is a m × Kp dictionary whose columns are the
training samples in the pth class and Φp is a sparse vector for
the same class. The two main steps involved in the method are
:
1) Training: Dictionary Construction
During training, dictionary for each class is formed
from the training features using ODL [12]. Then D =
[D1, . . . ,DN ] are calculated using the equation.
(Dˆi, Φˆi) = arg min
Di,Φi
1
N
N∑
i=1
1
2
‖Ci −DiΦi‖22
+λ‖Φi‖1 (2)
where Ci = DˆiΦˆi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N.
2) Testing: Sparsity Calculation
During testing, the sparse vector Φ for given test
feature is found in the test dataset B = [b1, . . . , bl ].
Using the dictionaries of training samples D =
[D1, . . . ,DN ], the sparse representation Φ satisfying
DΦ=B is obtained by solving the following optimiza-
tion problem:
Φj = arg minΦ
1
2‖bj −DΦj‖22
subject to‖Φj‖1 ≤ T1,
iˆ = arg mini ‖bj −Dδi(Φj)‖22 j = 1, · · · , t
(3)
where δi is a characteristic function that selects the
coefficients. Then bj is assigned to Ci associated with
the i th dictionary. The sparsest dictionary for a given
testing data is found using l1 -lasso algorithm. The
test example is assigned to the dictionary correspond-
ing to class.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The chosen dataset for demonstrating our approach is the
GTZAN music/speech dataset [11]. The dataset contains 64
audio clips each for the music and speech class. Each clip is
30 seconds long with variable number of frames. We adopted a
75-25 split for testing and training with 4-fold cross validation.
The selection of training set was done randomly but it was
made sure that every clip is tested for, atleast once. So for
each fold, 47 clips were chosen for training of the dictionary
and the remaining 17 for testing.
TABLE I. COMPARISON OF ERROR RATES AMONG CLASSIFIERS ON
GTZAN MUSIC-SPEECH DATASET
Classifier Error Rate (in %)Music Speech
Back Propagation NN 1.5 2.9
Bayesian 10.9 19.8
Kernel SVM 26.2 3.9
k-NN 5.8 22
Proposed(ODL) 0.0 0.0
The ensemble of features chosen, gave rise to very large
matrix which was about 175000×45 (variability due to uneven
number of frames in each clip) for each class in training and
about 35000 × 45 in testing. This represented the classical
case of an over-determined system for which an overcomplete
dictionary was formed. A misclassification rate comparison
of the ODL classifier with some of the other well-known
classifiers is presented in Table I. The confusion matrices of
the various classfiers applied on the GTZAN music dataset are
shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrices for various classifiers on GTZAN dataset (a)
BPNN (b) Bayesian (c) Kernel SVM (d) k-NN (e) Proposed (ODL)
Figure 2 shows that all the classfiers except the back
propagation NN perform well on either music or speech but
not both. This can be attributed to the fact that the feature
vector space for music and speech is not well discriminated
for classification by these classifiers. The SVM classifier was
applied with linear, polynomial, RBF and Gaussian kernel out
of which highest performance was achieved with the Gaussian
kernel which is reported in Table I. However, the success of the
proposed method validates the fact that even with overcomplete
dictionaries which represent the data in considerably lower
dimension than the input feature vector space we can still attain
total classification.
IV. CONCLUSION
A music-speech classification approach based on sparse
representation of a set of feature descriptors using on-line
dictionary learning on the GTZAN music-speech dataset is
proposed in this paper.
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